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Dear Friends,

Are you ready to learn about asteroids? Asteroids are small rocky objects that orbit around the

sun just like planets.

Why is it important to learn about asteroids?Well, sometimes they can come too close to Earth

and if they hit our planet, it can cause a lot of damage. That's why scientists study asteroids to

learnmore about them and how to protect Earth from any potential impact.

So, to celebrate Asteroid Day, we've prepared a fun quiz to test your knowledge about

asteroids. Ready to blast off and learnmore about these fascinating space rocks? Take your pen

or pencil and let's get started!

Read this text carefully. It will help you complete the quiz tasks that follow.☄

Welcome, space adventurers! Have you ever heard of ASTEROIDS? They're like

little space objects made of rock andmetal, and they can be as small as your foot or

as big as a whole planet! Celestial bodies with a diameter of less than onemeter

are often calledmeteoroids.

But most of them are shaped like POTATOES, not round like planets because they

don't have enough gravity tomake them round.

Did you know that asteroids move around just like planets? They spin around on an axis, while

they alsomove around the sun in an orbit (it’s called TRANSLATION). This makes day and night,

and even years, just like on Earth!

Asteroid Day as observed annually on 30 June is the United Nations-sanctioned day of public
awareness of the risks of asteroid impacts. Ourmission is to educate the public about the risks
and opportunities of asteroids year-round by hosting events, providing educational resources
and regular communications to our global audience onmultiple digital platforms.

The Luxembourg Space Agency foundation promotes the commercial space sector in Luxembourg by
providing support to the space industry, fostering new and existing businesses, developing human
resources, offering access to financial solutions and supporting academic learning and research.
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Most asteroids are found between the planetsMARS and JUPITER, but you can also find them

near other planets, including EARTH. Asteroids are actually some of the oldest things in the

whole SOLAR system, leftovers fromwhen the planets were first born billions of years ago!

The first asteroid ever discoveredwas called CERES, and it's still the biggest onewe know of.

It's almost 1,000 kilometres wide, but it's still way smaller than even the tiniest planet,

Mercury. Furthermore, even though it's shaped like a potato, it's actually been

classified as a DWARF planet because it's big enough to have gravity that makes it

round.

Asteroids are really interesting to study because they can tell us somuch about the

history of the solar system.We've even sent spaceships to visit some of them and

learn evenmore!We've found out that some asteroids haveMOUNTAINS,

CRATERS, and even their own littleMOONS! Can you believe that? There are over amillion

known asteroids out there, andwho knowswhat wemight discover next!

Now, answer the questions to check your knowledge.
1. Which of the following best describes asteroids?

a. Celestial bodies made of gas and dust

b. Celestial bodies made of rock andmetal

c. Celestial bodies made of ice and rock

d. Celestial bodies made of liquid and gas

2. Why aremost asteroids shaped like potatoes and not round like planets?

3. How do asteroids move around the sun?

4. Which of the following is true about the location of most asteroids in our solar system?

a. They are found near the planet Saturn

b. They are found near the planet Uranus

c. They are found between the planetsMars and Jupiter

d. They are found near the planet Neptune

5. What are asteroids leftovers from?

6. How big is Ceres, the biggest known asteroid?

7. What havewe discovered about some asteroids through spacemissions?
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Word Search
Have you noticed that the text on page 1 has CAPITILISEDwords? It’s not bymistake. Look for

them (e.g. ASTEROIDS, POTATOES, etc) in the picture below. Found? Awesome, you can circle

them!

Draw and name your own asteroid
Imagine you have discovered an asteroid. Use the leftover space on this page and your

imagination to sketch it and give it a name. Done? Go to the next page for the final quiz task.
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Crossword

And… that’s it!😉

Great job on completing the asteroid knowledge quiz! You nailed it!

Asteroid Day Team just wanted to say thank you for taking the time to learn

more about space and asteroids.

It's really cool to see young people like you showing an interest in science and

astronomy. Your hard work and dedication are paying off!

Keep exploring and learningmore about the universe.Who knowswhere your curiosity might

take you in the future?
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